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AI adoption is accelerating…
but there is a unique set of challenges

60%

63%

1 in 20

of companies believe AI
is key to competitive
advantage.

see regulatory
constraints as a barrier to
implementing AI.

cite availability of technical
skills as a challenge to
implementation.

companies has extensively
incorporated AI in offerings
or processes.

– IDC

– IBM IBV AI 2018

– IBM IBV AI 2018

– MIT Sloan
Management Review

94%

The ladder to AI: A prescriptive approach
to accelerating your journey to AI

MODERNIZE your data estate
for AI in a multi-cloud world

IBM AI OpenScale: The open platform to accelerate adoption of trusted AI
Trust, transparency,
and explainability
Workflows

(E.g., customer care, HR performance,
management, insurance claims
management)

Application functions

(E.g., email understanding and routing,
ticket routing and classification)

Automation of AI

AI models

AI build and runtime environments
(E.g., Watson ML, Azure ML, Amazon ML)

Open-by-design

Scaling AI with AI OpenScale in the Enterprise
Your AI
IBM TOOLS

Watson Studio
3RD PARTY IDE &
FRAMEWORKS

At scale
IBM AI RUNTIME

Watson Machine Learning
3RD PARTY RUNTIMES

With Trust and Transparency
Infuse and Manage AI at scale

AI OpenScale
Fairness

Continuous Evolution
Watson Services

Natural
Language
Classifier

Build

Data Scientist
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Run

Visual
Recognition

Software Engineer

Orchestration
Model Health

Infuse Into Apps

Explainable AI

Accuracy

Manage

AI Operations

In app use

Business User
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Watson Studio
Supporting the end-to-end AI workflow

Connect &
Access Data

Connect and
discover content
from multiple data
sources in the cloud
or on premises.
Bring structured
and unstructured
data to one toolkit.

Search and Find
Relevant Data

Find data (structured,
unstructured) and AI
assets (e.g., ML/DL
models, notebooks,
Watson Data Kits) in
the Knowledge
Catalog with
intelligent search and
giving the right access
to the right users.

Prepare Data
for Analysis

Build and Train
ML/DL Models

Clean and prepare
your data with Data
Refinery, a tool to
create data
preparation pipelines
visually.
Use popular open
source libraries to
prepare unstructured
data.

Democratize the
creation of ML and DL
models. Design your AI
models
programmatically or
visually with the most
popular open source
and IBM ML/DL
frameworks or
leverage transfer
learning on pretrained models using
Watson tools to adapt
to your business
domain. Train at scale
on GPUs and
distributed compute
6

Deploy Models

Deploy your models
easily anywhere and
have them scale
automatically for
online, batch or
streaming use cases

Monitor, Analyze
and Manage

Monitor the
performance of the
models in production
and trigger automatic
retraining and
redeployment of
models. Build
Enterprise Trust with
Bias Detection,
Mitigation Model
Robustness and
Testing Service Model
Security.

Watson Knowledge Catalog
Unlock tribal knowledge and unleash your data science projects
An intelligent asset catalog for a 360 degree view of your data and AI
Discover
Intelligent discovery of data
and AI assets with advanced
classification and profiling to
provide context
Ø Intelligent data classification and
profiling that determines what the data
is and how it should be used
Ø Quickly build a 360 view of all assets
and provide them for AI and Analytics
Ø Crawlers to auto discover usage
information of data to understand how
data is used

Catalog
A rich metadata index of all data
and AI assets with social
collaboration and enhanced
findability
Ø A business friendly shopping portal for
your enterprise data
Ø Integrated with other platform solutions
to facilitate self service analytics and AI
Ø Access controls and security
Ø Seamlessly integrated for productive
use with Data prep, movement,
dashboarding, Machine learning and
Data science

Powered by Watson Data & AI

Activate
Powerful governance tools to
control and protect access to
data with visibility to data use

Ø Business Glossary to define business
terms and map them to technical
assets
Ø Active Policy Engine to author, activate
and enforce business policies and rules
Ø Governance and Insights dashboards to
understand how data is used and how
the governance program is impacting it
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Watson strategy to build AI models
Three-layer model architecture protects your
insights and learns more from less data
Customer adapted model learning curve

Industry/Domain AI Model

Base AI Model
Generalized and credible base model
Market-viable, domain-specific model
Customized user model
Think 2018 / Session 8843 / March 21, 2018 / © 2018 IBM Corporation

Accuracy

Customized user AI model

90%

Domain-specific model learning
curve

80%

Base model learning curve

70%
60%
50%
40
%
0

Training data size

As the domain specializes, learning accelerates

Learning more with less data

Conversation and NLC
Watson learns more from less data
nlu-intent-detection-benchmark-by-intento-august-2017
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PDF is the language of the enterprise
Knowledge extraction:
PDF parser

Think 2018 / Session 8843 / March 21, 2018 / © 2018 IBM Corporation

PDF interpretation

Semantic representation

Knowledge extraction: Line and scatter plots

Basic object extraction

Think 2018 / Session 8843 / March 21, 2018 / © 2018 IBM Corporation

Semantic representation

Dashboard
Key
insights about
deployed models are
monitored. If fairness,
prediction quality or
performance (load and
response times) events
occur, alerts are
generated.
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Deployed Models
Clicking into a deployment
presents a few time-series
charts with information
about load, prediction
quality and fairness.
The charts are interactive
so users can click through
to more details about a
specific event of interest.
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Run time Bias detection
Clicking into the chart presents
a plain text explanation of the
biases detected for a given
protected attribute in that hour

The bars represent bias in a
specific range of data and
overlay the runtime data
from the application with the
training data for compare

IBM Cloud / Watson and Cloud Platform / © 2018 IBM Corporation
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Explainability
Explain how AI arrived at a prediction
•
•
•

Uses contrastive techniques to
explain model behavior in the
vicinity of the target data point.
Identifies feature weighting of
most and least important features
Displays factors that influence a
prediction in simple terms.

IBM Cloud / Watson and Cloud Platform / © 2018 IBM Corporation

Auto-Bias Mitigation (coming later this year)
Description:
Models exhibiting bias in production need to be corrected
without interfering in current path of predictions to application
How Does it Work?

•

Given an input record we send it to the Bias Detection Model to find
out if the model is likely to act in a biased manner on this record

•

Once we have identified a record for which the model is likely to be
biased, we fix it by changing the prediction

•

Auto-debias trains a shadow model executing in the background to
generate trust prior to deployment in production

Value Proposition
•

Configure bias mitigation to run alongside the current deployed
model – this provides de-biased outputs without affecting the
current predictions that are being served

•

Visualize the de-biased output in the UI, take action to modify data
sets based on recommendations and retrain model with new data
set

•

Use automatically generated De-Biased model end point to score
inputs

IBM Cloud / Watson and Cloud Platform / © 2018 IBM Corporation

AI for AI: Neural Network Synthesis –
NeuNetS (coming later this year as beta)

Hand Derived Neural Network Designs

Designing a neural network for a given task requires
months of effort by scarce skills and resources.
“NeuNets” is a fundamentally new AI system technique
for Neural Network design that automatically designs a
new neural network or evolves a neural network
architecture from existing ones.

Example Neural Transformation

Accuracy of NeuNet vs. Hand Tuned/Custom
Number Recognition MNIST
Fashion MNIST
Cifar10
GTSRB
75.00%
NeuNetS Result

80.00%

85.00%

90.00%

95.00%

100.00%

Best Hand Tuned Custom (@Kaggle)

IBM Cloud / Watson and Cloud Platform / © 2018 IBM Corporation
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February 2011 - Call for Proposals

?
?
Watson, 2011
Deep Blue, 1997
18

June 2018 - Full Live Debate

Project Debater, 2018
Watson, 2011
Deep Blue, 1997
19

20

How does it work?

21

Offline
Analysis
Online Analysis

INPUT

Subsidize Preschools

Data: Corpus of ~300M Articles
Corpus Cleansing, Wikification, NER…
Sentence-Level Indexing
Claim, Evidence & Examples Detection

Debate
Construction

OUTPUT
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Principled

Claim Leads

Opening Speech

Redundancy Removal

Expressive
TTS
Embodiment

Detecting Relevant Argument Classes

Rebuttal
construction

Pro/Con Analysis

Clustering & Theme Extraction

Debate Knowledge Graph

INPUT

Opponent Speech

Rebuttal Speech
INPUT

Opponent Speech

Summary Speech

ASR

Claim Detection
Key-concept Detection

Corpus-based

Claim Leads

iDebate

Claim Leads

AI adoption is accelerating…
but there is a unique set of challenges

60%
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1 in 20

of companies believe AI
is key to competitive
advantage.

see regulatory
constraints as a barrier to
implementing AI.

cite availability of technical
skills as a challenge to
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